Who is the Man?

A man is as good as the world which sustains him and vice versa, a country is as good as the people who inhabit it. It takes one to change the many; the government is of the people and by the people. It is the people that form the government, the government comes from the people. God said if the people are willing to turn away from their wicked ways, He will heal their land. When the student is ready, the teacher appears; which means that the people can force the leader to come out.

Somewhere in the midst of the people a true leader that is waiting to appear; could he be the one? We just have to wait and see. Repons Peyizan is an answer to the people; Duvalier could have been the one who change the people of Haiti, but he did not really understand what it means that it takes one to change the many. His answer to the people served him, but did not serve the people. Had he really understand that it takes one to change the many; he would have served the people instead of using the people to serve him. He wanted power for the sake of power, for his self aggrandizement. Mao Zedong was a dictator at the service of the people; he did not crush the people for his own sake, but for their sake. This is the fundamental difference. I don’t know who the man; he is still to be discovered. I know what I am but I don’t know for sure what I am until God tells me what I am. God speaks to us in the now and call us from the future. Who he is and what he is we don’t know for sure; however we are trusting that God called him to this job. Haiti surely needs a leader; there has not been one really dedicated to serve the needs of the Haitian people for a long time. I hope that he is a departure from what we used to have as leaders.

Click to receive your invitation to lead: http://www.bitesizeawareness.com/convergence_internet.pdf#page=1

Be a Leader as God Calls you to be in whatever sphere He assigns you to work

What are the Spheres?

The Seven Spheres That Shape Nations

The Seven Spheres of Influence

7. Religious Sphere: God: The Church, Religion, Faith
Choose your Sphere

List of leaders that have made a difference, changed life for the better

**Contemporary leaders in our recent times**

**Gorbachev** — He helped the Soviet Union made the transition from one system of Governance to another without bloodshed

**Ronald Reagan** — He gave the American People back their confidence after a period of decline in world influence

**Mao Zedong** — He helped unified his country, keep a stiffnecked people. Rigid people into a unify country

**Nelson Mandela** — He help his country made the transition from minority rule to a majority rule on the surface without much bloodshed

All of these leaders have made a contribution that impacted their world and the greater world at large, what kind of leadership he wants to bring to his government, what contribution he wants to make to improve the well being of humanity, we don’t know yet. For more: [http://www.thefamouspeople.com/index.php](http://www.thefamouspeople.com/index.php)
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- 6. Family Sphere, parents shaping children
- 5. Education Sphere: Teaching children, shaping their mind
- 4. Government Sphere: Write the law, the support system
- 3. Media Sphere, spin machine, Talk show, Entertainment
- 2. Art: Songs, things we laugh
- 1. Business, Finance, Technology
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